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Integrated transcriptome and
16S rDNA analyses reveal that
acute heat stress induces
intestinal damage in
Gymnocypris eckloni
Yuting Duan1,2†, Hejiao Li1,2†, Junting Li1,2, Shuhao Bai1,
Suxing Fu1,2, Yinhua Zhou1,2, Shidong Liu1, Rundong Li1,
Haiping Liu2, Chaowei Zhou1,2* and Luo Lei1,2*

1College of Fisheries, Southwest University, Chongqing, China, 2Integrative Science Center of
Germplasm Creation in Western China (CHONGQING) Science City, Southwest University,
Chongqing, China
Gymnocypris eckloni (G. eckloni), a cold-water economic fish, is widely

cultivated in southwestern China. The increase in extreme summer weather

conditions owing to global warming can significantly affect their survival and

health. The fish intestine and its microbiota are closely associated with fish

feeding and growth, nutritional metabolism, and immune defense. However, the

mechanisms underlying the changes in theG. eckloni intestine and its microbiota

under acute heat stress remain unknown. In this study, we investigated the

effects of acute heat stress on the G. eckloni intestine employing histology,

plasma biochemical indices, transcriptomics, and 16S rDNA sequencing.

Histological analysis showed that acute heat stress induced significant

morphological damage to the intestine, with microvilli detachment and

mitochondrial abnormalities in the ultrastructure. Biochemical indicators

associated with stress (reactive oxygen species and catalase), inflammation

(interleukin-1b and tumor necrosis factor-a), and intestinal permeability

(diamine oxidase and lipopolysaccharide) were significantly elevated after

acute heat stress, indicating an intestinal inflammatory response and disruption

of barrier function. Many DEGs were mined by transcriptomic analysis, with tfrc,

pfkp, egln1 enriched in the HlF-1 signaling pathway, hsp70, hsp90aa1 and hspa4

enriched in the Antigen processing and presentation pathway, pmm1, pfkfb3 and

hk1 enriched in the Fructose and mannose metabolism patyway. The HIF-1

signaling pathway is a crucial regulatory pathway during acute heat stress in the

G. eckloni intestine, while significant downregulation of genes associated with

adaptive immunity (mica, hla-dpa1, hla-dpb1, and hla-dqb2) suggested impaired

immune function. Additionally, the composition of the intestinal microbiota was

dominated by Aeromonas, Citrobacter, and Acinetobacter in the control group;

but there was a significant decrease in the abundance of Citrobacter and

Acinetobacter, and a significantly increased in Shewanella and Hafnia-

Obesumbacterium after acute heat stress. Correlation analyses revealed that

changes in the abundance of Hafnia-Obesumbacterium, Buttiauxella, and
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Pseudomonas were closely associated with changes in gene expression

associated with stress, inflammation, and immunity. These results

comprehensively demonstrate the adaptive mechanisms of the G. eckloni

intestine in response to acutely high temperatures and provide a theoretical

basis for the future advancement of artificial culture of cold-water fish.
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1 Introduction

Temperature is a crucial environmental factor that influences

the survival and growth of animals, significantly impacting their

metabolism, physiology, and behavior (Polsky and von Keyserlingk,

2017; Farag and Alagawany, 2018; Ern et al., 2023). In recent years,

rising temperatures have become an increasing threat to freshwater

ecosystems, exposing aquatic organisms to more frequent climate

extremes (Barbarossa et al., 2021). Fish, which cannot maintain a

constant body temperature, are more vulnerable to these

temperature fluctuations (GusChina and Harwood, 2006). High

temperatures can induce heat stress in fish, with acute heat stress

from short-term temperature spikes causing significant disruptions

to their physiological homeostasis, thereby threatening their health

and survival (Stewart et al., 2019; Alfonso et al., 2021). To predict

the adaptive capacity of fish in response to climate change,

understanding the mechanisms through which acute temperature

changes affect their physiology and adaptation is essential.

The intestine is an extremely complex ecosystem composed of

the gastrointestinal epithelium, a mucus layer, immune cells, and

resident microbiota (Cornick et al., 2015). It is a critical digestive and

absorptive organ for fish and also influences their immunity,

endocrinology, and defense mechanisms (Zhu et al., 2013). The

intestine is sensitive to various stressors, including heat stress,

hypoxia, and transport (Sundh et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2021; Zheng

et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2024). Stress can alter intestinal function by

affecting the brain-intestine axis, potentially leading to inflammation

or intestinal disease (Zhou et al., 2022). Numerous studies have

shown that heat stress not only affects feeding and growth processes

in fish (Wade et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2022), but also influences

intestinal barrier function, alters the intestinal microbiota, and

disrupts homeostasis (Sundh et al., 2010; Huyben et al., 2019;

Sepulveda and Moeller, 2020). Intestinal microbiota are crucial for

teleost fish in terms of nutrient supply, disease resistance, and

immune maintenance (Nayak, 2010; Llewellyn et al., 2014; Wang

et al., 2018). Research on the effects of temperature on intestinal

microbiology have been conducted in various fish species, such as

sturgeons (Yang et al., 2022b), Seriola lalandi (Soriano et al., 2018),

and rainbow trout (Zhou et al., 2022), demonstrating that high

temperatures severely affect intestinal microbiota. Intestinal
02
microbiota play an essential role in stress response and help the

host adapt to temperature changes (Sekirov et al., 2010; Kokou et al.,

2018). However, previous studies have primarily focused on

observations of intestinal histology or changes in intestinal

function due to heat stress (Olsen et al., 2005; Golovanova et al.,

2013; Huyben et al., 2019), or preliminary analyses of the intestinal

microbiome (Yang et al., 2022b). Few studies have been conducted

on the interaction between heat stress, fish intestinal microbiota, and

transcriptional profiles. Integrating intestinal transcriptomics and

microbiome analyses can better explore regulatory mechanisms in

fish under adverse environmental conditions (Czech et al., 2022;

Yang et al., 2022c).

Gymnocypris eckloni, a schizothoracine fish endemic to the

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, is a significant aquatic biological

resource. It is widely distributed in the Golmud River, isolated

lakes, and the upper reaches of the Yellow River. G. eckloni serves

as a crucial aquatic wildlife germplasm resource in Qinghai

Province and a component of biodiversity in the upper waters of

the Yellow River, playing an important role in the freshwater

ecosystem of the plateau (Wu and Wu, 1992; Wang et al., 2022a).

In addition, it has a high economic exploitation value due to its

delicious taste and rich nutrition, and has been cultured on a large

scale in Southwest China (Yang et al., 2017). Artificial breeding

studies have shown that G. eckloni exhibits strong sensitivity to high

temperatures, with optimal growth rates at water temperatures

between 16°C and 18°C, with growth rates decreasing above 20°C

(Jian et al., 2020). Consequently, the species is susceptible to

acute heat stress caused by increased climatic extremes of high

temperature. Current research on G. eckloni has focused on

genome assembly (Wang et al., 2022a), phylogeny (Wanghe et al.,

2022), biological characteristics (Yang et al., 2017), and artificial

breeding (Dong et al., 2016), but studies on the effects of high

temperatures remain relatively scarce (Li et al., 2024b). Thus,

in this study, we integrated histology, biochemical indicators,

transcriptomics, and 16S rDNA analysis to examine the effects of

acute heat stress on the G. eckloni intestine. This comprehensive

approach provided a better understanding of how temperature

affects fish intestinal physiology and microbiota, providing a

theoretical basis for future advancements in the artificial culture

of cold-water fish.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Fish and experimental design

A total of 90 healthy G. eckloni (body weight 262 ± 19.8 g) were

acquired from Chuanze Fisheries Co. Ltd. (Sichuan, China), and

transported to the indoor laboratory at the Aquaculture Base of

Southwest University in November 2023 for subsequent experiment.

They were equally distributed among six glass tanks (15 fish per

tank), and the size of each tank was approximately 0.18 m3 (110

cm×40 cm ×40 cm) with ~ 0.15 m3 water, and equipped with electric

heaters and thermometers. After two weeks of acclimatization, the six

tanks were divided into two groups: the control (CO) group and the

acute heat stress (AH) group. During the experiment, the CO group

was maintained at a water temperature of 16 ± 0.5°C, while the water

temperature of the AH group was increased from 16°C to 28°C at a

rate of 2°C/h and maintained for 12 h (Pérez-Casanova et al., 2008).

The fish were fed with commercial feed (Rongchuan Feed Co. Ltd.,

Sichuan, China) twice daily at 9:00 and 18:00 during the experiment.

Water quality parameters were measured using the water Quality

tester AZ86031 (AZ Instrument Corp., Guangdong, China). They

were as follows: pH 7.6-8.5, dissolved oxygen > 6.0 mg/L, ammonia

nitrogen and nitrite concentration ≤ 0. 5 mg/L. The study protocol

was approved by the Institutional Animal Care of the Southwest

University, Chongqing, China, and was performed in compliance

with the guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals.
2.2 Sample collection

Nine fish (three per tank) were randomly selected from each

experimental group and anesthetized with 40 mg/L MS-222 (Sigma,

Shanghai, China) to collect blood and intestinal samples. Blood

samples were collected using disposable syringes containing

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), centrifuged at 5,000 rpm

for 15 min, and the supernatant was preserved as plasma for the

detection of biochemical indicators. Based on the study of the

digestive tract of G. eckloni (Yang et al., 2017), the intact intestine

was removed after dissection and divided into the three sections

(foregut, midgut, and hindgut). Since foregut has more microvilli and

mitochondria and is more suitable for histological observations, two

small segments of foregut were collected from each fish and preserved

separately in 4% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde for

histological and ultrastructural observations. Following the

collection methods of previous studies (Zhu et al., 2022; Zhou

et al., 2024), the midgut of nine fish from each experimental group

was collected, divided into three replicates, and preserved in liquid

nitrogen for transcriptome sequencing. The hindgut contents of the

nine fish were carefully squeezed into centrifuge tubes, thoroughly

mixed, divided into six replicate samples, and stored in liquid

nitrogen for subsequent microbial DNA extraction.
2.3 Histological analysis

The obtained foregut was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde

for 24 h. The samples were dehydrated in a series of ethanol
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solutions (70%, 80%, 90% and 100%), embedded in paraffin, and

sectioned to a thickness of 5 µm. These sections were stained with

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) according to the procedures outlined

in previous studies (Novelli et al., 2015). Observation and

photography were then conducted using a microscope (Olympus,

Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a microscope imager (Leica, Wetzlar,

Germany). Additionally, a total of 10 microscopic fields at 40 ×

magnification were randomly selected to determine the

morphological index, including villus length, villus width, and

muscle thickness, using ImageJ software (National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, USA).

Tissue sections for transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

were prepared as previously described (He and Woods, 2004; Wu

et al., 2008). Foregut samples were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for

4 h and in 4% osmium tetroxide for 1 h. They were then washed in

PBS and dehydrated using a series of alcohol concentrations. The

tissue was embedded in resin, and ultrathin sections were obtained

using an ultrathin sectioning machine. These sections were stained

with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and subsequently observed

using a Hitachi H7650 TEM.
2.4 Detection and analysis of plasma
biochemical indicators

The collected plasma samples were used to detect biochemical

indicators of various reactions. The levels of the stress indicator

cortisol, the intestinal permeability indicators diamine oxidase

(DAO) and lipopolysaccharide (LPS), as well as the inflammatory

factors interleukin 1b (IL-1b) and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-

a), were measured using an enzyme labeling analyzer (Rayto RT-

6100) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits

(Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute, Nanjing, China).

Oxidative stress indicators, including superoxide dismutase

(SOD), catalase (CAT), and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), as

well as metabolic indicators such as glucose (GLU), triacylglycerol

(TG), and cholesterol (CHO), were detected using kits procured

from ZCIBIO Technology Co., Ltd., China (A001-1, A007-1, A005,

S03039, A110–1, and A111–1-1). Reactive oxygen species (ROS)

were identified using fluorescent probe assay kits (ZC-A4108,

ZCIBIO, Shanghai, China). All biochemical indicators were

measured strictly in accordance with the operating instructions.
2.5 Transcriptome data and analysis

Total RNA was extracted from three replicate samples of the

CO and AH groups using TRIzol reagent, following the

instructions. The integrity, purity, and quality of the RNA were

assessed using agarose gel electrophoresis, a Nanodrop

microspectrophotometer assay (NanoDrop Technologies,

Wilmington, USA), and an Agilent 2100 assay (Agilent

Technologies, CA, USA). Six cDNA libraries were constructed

using the Hieff NGS® Ultima Dual-mode mRNA Library Prep

Kit (12309ES, Yeasen, Shanghai, China), and the library quality was

evaluated with the DNA 1000 Assay Kit (5067-1504, Agilent
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Technologies, Beijing, China). The cDNA libraries were sequenced

using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 by Gene Denovo Biotechnology

Co. (Guangzhou, China). After sequencing, the raw reads were

quality controlled using Fastp (version 0.18.0) to filter low-quality

data and obtain clean reads. The paired-end sequences were

aligned to the reference genome (GenBank accession:

JAMHKY000000000, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/datasets/

taxonomy/334712/) using HISAT 2 (Wang et al., 2022a). The

expression level of each transcript was calculated using the reads

per kilobase of exon per million mapped reads (RPKM) method

using RSEM software. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were

identified with a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05 and an absolute

fold change ≥ 2 using DESeq2 software. In addition, functional

enrichment analysis (GO and KEGG analysis) of the DEGs was

performed, and terms or pathways with a corrected P value < 0.05

were considered significantly enriched. Pathway diagram is drawn

by Figdraw.

To verify the reliability of the transcriptome data, we randomly

selected seven DEGs—the heat shock protein 90 alpha family class A

member 1 (hsp90aa1), the heat shock protein 70 (hsp70), the

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 (pck1), the cold shock domain-

containing protein C2-like (csdc2), the GTPase IMAP Family Member

7 (gimap7), the jumonji and AT-rich interaction domain containing 2

(jarid), and the (glutamate-ammonia ligase) glul—for quantitative

reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) to obtain

their expression profiles. The total RNA used was consistent with that

used for RNA sequencing. cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR were

performed following the manufacturer’s protocols, utilizing the

HiScript III All-in-one RT SuperMix Perfect Kit for qPCR and

ChamQ Universal SYBR qPCR Master Mix (Vazyme, Nanjing,

China). All reactions were performed in three biological replicates

and three technical replicates, with b-actin serving as the reference

gene. Primer sequences for the seven DEGs and the reference gene are

detailed in Supplementary Table 1. Relative expression in the qPCR

results was calculated using the 2-DDCt method, and statistical

significance was determined by one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).
2.6 Intestinal microbiological data
and analysis

Six content samples (n = 6) were collected from each experimental

group, and DNA was extracted using HiPure Stool DNA Kits (Magen,

Guangzhou, China). The purity and integrity of nucleic acids were

verified using a NanoDrop microspectrophotometer (Thermo,

Massachusetts, USA) and agarose gel electrophoresis (Liuyi

Biotechnology Co. Ltd., Beijing, China). The V3 to V4 regions of the

16S rDNA gene were amplified, purified, and sequenced on the

NovaSeq 6000 platform after quality assessment. The primers used

were 341F (5′-CCTAYGGGRBGCASCAG-3′) and 806R (3′-
GACTACNNGGGGTATCTAAT-5′). Raw data underwent quality

control and chimera filtering, and operational taxonomic units

(OTUs) were obtained using UPARSE (version 9.2.64) clustering.

The representative OTU sequences were classified into organisms
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
using a naive Bayesian model, and the species composition was

analyzed at the phylum and genus levels. A Venn diagram was used

to identify unique and shared OTUs between the CO and AH groups.

Alpha diversity analyses were performed using QIIME2 software

(version 1.9.1) to calculate Chao1, ACE, Shannon, and Simpson

indices. Based on OTUs and species abundance tables, the Bray–

Curtis algorithm was used to evaluate the beta diversity of all samples,

including principal component analysis (PCA) based on out,

unweighted Unifrac Distance-based Principal Coordinate analysis

(PCoA), and Binary-Jaccard-based non-metric multidimensional

scaling (NMDS) analysis. Functional prediction of OTUs and KEGG

pathway analysis were performed using Tax4Fun (version 1.0).

Biomarker features in each group were identified using LEfSe

software (version 1.0).
2.7 Integrated analysis of the microbiome
and transcriptome

Pearson correlation analyses were performed to examine the

relationship between the intestinal microbiota and DEGs. On the

basis of the transcriptome results, we focused on the major DEGs in

the hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) signaling pathway, as well as

immune-related DEGs. Heat maps and correlation network

diagrams were generated using the Omicsmart platform

(http://www.omicsmart.com).
2.8 Statistical analysis

All data are presented as mean ± SD. Data were processed and

plotted using SPSS 26.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) and GraphPad

Prism 9.5 (GraphPad Software Inc., CA, USA). Differences between

the CO and AH groups were determined using a t-test. A

significance level of P < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant, P < 0.01 was considered highly significant, and P <

0.001 was considered extremely significant.
3 Results

3.1 Effects of acute heat stress on intestinal
organization and structure

The histology and ultrastructure of the foregut demonstrated

changes in intestinal organization and structure following acute

heat stress. In the CO group, the intestinal histology of G. eckloni

appeared normal, with an intact mucosal layer and goblet cells

(Figure 1A). After acute heat stress (Figure 1B), some obvious

pathological symptoms indicative of intestinal damage were

observed, including numerous swollen goblet cells, vacuoles in the

lamina propria, localized necrosis of the mucosal layer, and

detached cells in the intestinal cavity. Measurements of the

midgut’s morphological indices revealed a significant decrease in

villus length and width, along with a significant increase in muscle
frontiersin.org
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thickness in the AH group (Figure 1C). The ultrastructure of the

intestine in the CO group showed well-arranged microvilli and

clearly visible, structurally intact mitochondria (Figures 2A, B).

However, in the AH group (Figures 2C, D), the microvilli structure

was ruptured, leading to breakage and detachment. Moreover, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
mitochondria exhibited notable swelling, cristae dissolution, and

even vacuolization, resulting in mitochondrial abnormalities.

Therefore, both histological and ultrastructure analyses indicated

that the intestinal organization and structure of G. eckloni were

damaged following acute heat stress.
B

C

A

FIGURE 1

Histological changes in the intestine after acute heat stress. (A): CO group. (B): AH group. (C): The intestine morphological index measurement. G,
goblet cell; C, columnar cells; N, necrosis; V, vacuolization; SG, swollen goblet cell; lV, villi length; MT, muscle thickness. Scale bar: 100 mm. “****”
represents P<0.0001.
B

C D

A

FIGURE 2

Changes in the intestinal ultrastructure of G eckloni in the CO group compared to the AH group. (A, B): CO group. (C, D): AH group. M: mitochondria.
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3.2 Effects of acute heat stress on plasma
biochemical indicators

The effect of acute heat stress on the plasma biochemical indices

of G. eckloni is illustrated in Figure 3. The levels of ROS, a marker of

oxidative damage, were significantly higher after heat stress

compared to the CO group (P < 0.05). Among the several

antioxidant enzymes studied, a highly significant increase was

observed in the activity of SOD (P < 0.01), a highly significant

decrease in the activity of CAT (P < 0.01), and no significant change

in the activity of GSH-Px.

Compared with those in the CO group, plasma DAO and LPS

levels were markedly increased (P < 0.001), indicating heightened

intestinal permeability following acute heat stress. The levels of pro-

inflammatory factors (IL-1b and TNF-a) and the stress indicator

cortisol were also significantly elevated (P < 0.05), suggesting an

inflammatory response in the intestine of G. eckloni owing to

increased stress under acute heat stress. In terms of energy

metabolism, a highly significant increase was observed in plasma

glucose levels (P < 0.01), as well as a significant increase in

cholesterol (P < 0.05), while triglyceride levels showed no

significant change.
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3.3 Transcriptome data and analysis

The CO and AH groups assembled six transcriptome libraries

and obtained a total of 24,250,5574 raw reads. Following low-

quality filtering, a total of 24,111,06070 clean reads were obtained,

ranging from 4,780,859,426–8,961,080,914. The Q20 and Q30

values were above 97.00% and 94.00%, respectively, indicating the

viability of the sequencing data (Supplementary Table 2).

Differential expression analysis revealed a total of 786 DEGs after

acute heat stress compared to controls, with 535 DEGs upregulated

and 251 DEGs downregulated (Figures 4A, B).

The detailed GO terms and the top 10 significantly enriched GO

terms are shown in Supplementary Figure 1; Figure 4C. A total of 41

GO terms were enriched in the comparison between the CO and AH

groups. Within the molecular function category, most DEGs were

enriched for binding and catalytic activity. Regarding biological

processes, cellular processes and metabolic processes were the most

represented. The top 10 significantly enriched terms were associated

with metabolic processes, including cofactor metabolic processes,

carbohydrate catabolic processes, glycolytic processes, nucleoside

diphosphate phosphorylation, nucleotide phosphorylation, and

purine nucleoside diphosphate metabolic processes.
FIGURE 3

Effect of acute heat stress on plasma biochemical indicators. Statistical significance was defined as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. “ns”,
not significant.
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KEGG enrichment analysis revealed that DEGs in the “CG vs.

CH” comparison were significantly enriched in 25 pathways (q <

0.05). The top 10 pathways included the HIF-1 signaling pathway,

antigen processing and presentation, fructose and mannose

metabolism, metabolic pathways, biosynthesis of amino acids,

glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, steroid biosynthesis, pentose

phosphate pathway, steroid hormone biosynthesis, and carbon

metabolism (Figure 4D). Changes of DEGs in the HIF-1 signaling

pathway were shown in Figure 5.

Furthermore, to validate the accuracy of the transcriptome data,

we randomly selected seven genes for qPCR, including hsp90aa1,

hsp70, pck1, csdc2, gimap7, jarid, and glul. The qPCR data exhibited a

high degree of consistency with the transcriptomic profiles (Figure 4E),

indicating that the transcriptome results are reliable and credible.
3.4 Intestinal microbiological data
and analysis

A total of 850,182 high-quality clean reads were obtained from

16S rDNA amplicon gene sequencing in all intestinal content
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
samples, with a mean number of clean reads per sample of 70,849.

Venn diagram analysis elucidated a total of 1,690 OTUs in the CO

and AH groups, of which 601 were CO group-specific OTUs and 824

were AH group-specific OTUs (Figure 6C). Species composition

analysis showed that the major bacterial phylum in all groups was

Proteobacteria, followed by Fusobacteriota and Firmicutes

(Figure 6A). At the genus level, Aeromonas, Shewanella,

Citrobacter, Acinetobacter, and Hafnia-Obesumbacterium were the

dominant species in the intestinal contents of G. eckloni (Figure 6B).

Following acute heat stress, the percentage of Aeromonas increased

from 45.69% to 46.86%, Shewanella increased from 1.31% to 17.16%,

Citrobacter decreased from 23.43% to 1.73%, Acinetobacter

decreased from 16.99% to 4.79%, and Hafnia-Obesumbacterium

increased from 0.52% to 10.08%.

The alpha diversity analysis (Figures 6D-G) revealed that the

differences in diversity indices, including Chao1, Shannon,

Simpson, and ACE, between the CO and AH groups were not

statistically significant, indicating that acute heat stress had a

minimal effect on the diversity of the intestinal microbiota in G.

eckloni. In contrast, the beta diversity analysis (Figures 6H-J)

showed clear separation between the CO and AH groups on the
B

C D

E

A

FIGURE 4

Effect of acute heat stress on the transcriptome. (A): The numbers of DEGs between the CO and AH groups. (B): A volcano map. (C): A bar chart of
the top 10 significantly enriched GO terms. (D): A bubble diagram of the top 10 significantly enriched KEGG pathways. (E): Validation of qPCR.
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FIGURE 5

Changes of DEGs in HIF-1 signaling pathway after acute heat stress. Red color represents up-regulation of gene expression and green color
represents down-regulation of gene expression.
B C
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FIGURE 6

Effects of acute heat stress on the composition and diversity of the intestinal microbiota. (A): A Venn diagram depicting OTUs. (B, C): The average
relative abundances of intestinal microbiota at phylum and genus levels. (D–G): Analysis of alpha diversity of the intestinal microbiota. (H-J): Analysis of
beta diversity of the intestinal microbiota.
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two-dimensional coordinate plots of PCoA, PCA, and NMDS,

suggesting that acute heat stress significantly affected the

composition of the intestinal microbiota in G. eckloni.

Tax4Fun was employed for predictive analysis of the intestinal

microbiota’s function (Figure 7A). The results indicated that the

functions of the intestinal microbiota of G. eckloni were primarily

focused on carbohydrate metabolism, membrane transport, amino

acid metabolism, and signal transduction. LEfSe analysis elucidated

biomarkers with significant differences between the two groups

(Figures 7B, C). In total, 11 strains of differential microflora were

identified in the CO and AH groups, with Shewanella sp.,

Lachnospira multipara, and Peptostreptococcaceae serving as

biomarkers in the AH group.
3.5 Integrated analysis of the microbiome
and transcriptome

The potential relationship between the intestinal microbiota and

DEGs was analyzed using the Pearson correlation method. On the

basis of the transcriptome results, we focused on the major DEGs in

the HIF-1 signaling pathway and immune-related DEGs. The

heatmaps and network diagrams depicting the correlation between

gene expression and the intestinal microbiota are presented in

Figure 8. The results indicated that the heat shock protein family

(hsp70, hsp90aa1, and hspa4) showed a strong positive correlation

with the abundance of Hafnia-Obesumbacterium, Buttiauxella, and

Cetobacterium. In the HIF-1 signaling pathway, the expression of the
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transferrin receptor (trfc) and the protein kinase C, beta b (prkcbb) was

positively correlated with Pseudomonas abundance, while the

expression of the phosphofructokinase, platelet (pfkp) was negatively

correlated. In the antigen presentation and processing pathway of the

immune system, changes in the expression of the major

histocompatibility complex, class II, DP alpha 1 (hla_dpa1), the

major histocompatibility complex, class II, DP beta 1 (hla_dpb1), the

major histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ beta 2 (hla_dqb2), and

mica were positively correlated with the abundance of Pseudomonas,

Streptococcus, or Plesiomonas. Conversely, the expression of IL1b was

negatively correlated with Pseudomonas abundance.
4 Discussion

4.1 Effects of acute heat stress on intestinal
organization and structure of G. eckloni

The intestine is the central organ for digestion and absorption,

and it plays a crucial barrier function against the environment

(Vancamelbeke and Vermeire, 2017). Previous studies have found

significant structural changes in the intestine under stressful

conditions, particularly in the villi and goblet cells, in species such

as Oncorhynchus mykiss (Li et al., 2023a), Crassostrea gigas (Zhao

et al., 2023), and Nile tilapia (Ran et al., 2016). Villus length

influences the body’s ability to absorb nutrients by increasing the

surface area of the villi (Wei et al., 2024). Goblet cells secrete mucus

for lubrication, protect the intestine, and resist bacteria (Johansson
B
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FIGURE 7

Intergroup variation in the relative abundance of the intestinal microbial communities. (A): Function prediction analysis of the intestinal microbiota
using PICRUSt2. (B): LDA score at the genus level from Lefse-PICRUSt. (C): Cladogram from Lefse.
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and Hansson, 2016). In addition, muscular thickness is an

important indicator of intestinal health, with increased thickness

promoting intestinal motility (Sanders et al., 2012). In our study, we

observed shortening of villus length, swelling of goblet cells, and

increased thickness of the muscularis propria in the intestinal

histology of G. eckloni after heat stress, indicating that acute heat

stress impaired the intestinal health of G. eckloni and caused barrier

damage, similar to the observations in Oxygymnocypris stewarti

(Zhu et al., 2022). Following heat stress, the intestinal ultrastructure

of G. eckloni exhibited notable damage, including microvilli

detachment and mitochondrial structural abnormalities.

Microvilli are the final site for digestion and absorption of

nutrients, and defects in microvilli can affect intestinal function

and cause diseases (Pavelka and Roth, 2010; Orbach and Su, 2020).

Following high-temperature stress in oysters, the shortening and

shedding of microvilli impede intestinal nutrient absorption (Zhao

et al., 2023). Mitochondria, as the main organelles providing energy,

are also the primary site of oxidative stress (Munro and Treberg,

2017). We observed significant swelling, cristae lysis, and even

vacuolization of mitochondria, suggesting that intestinal damage

in G. eckloni is closely associated with oxidative stress and that

mitochondrial damage may result from a lack of adequate energy

supply (Zhou et al., 2023). Thus, acute heat stress can cause damage

to the intestinal morphology and structure of G. eckloni,

subsequently affecting its digestion and absorption abilities.
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4.2 Effects of acute heat stress on the
physiological responses of G. eckloni

Generally, high temperatures induce oxidative stress in body

tissues (Blier, 2014). To avoid oxidative damage caused by excess

ROS generated by oxidative stress, the activation of antioxidant

enzymes in the antioxidant defense system plays a dominant role

(Cheng et al., 2018). In this study, following acute heat stress, a

significant increase in the plasma level of ROS was observed in G.

eckloni, potentially inducing changes in antioxidant enzymes. We

examined the changes in several antioxidant enzymes, including

CAT, SOD, and GSH-Px, and found that only the level of SOD

increased significantly. This indicates that under acute heat stress,

G. eckloni mitigates the harmful effects of ROS and alleviates

oxidative damage by increasing the activity of SOD, similar

to Labeo rohita (Kumar et al., 2011) and Litopenaeus vannamei

(Al-Masqari et al., 2022). The level of CAT was significantly

reduced, which may be associated with excess ROS exceeding the

threshold of antioxidant enzymes, leading to enzyme degradation or

inactivation (Zhang et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2021). No significant

changes in GSH-Px were observed, which we speculated was due to

the low sensitivity of GSH-Px to oxidative damage (Li et al., 2022).

Previous studies have provided a rationale for these phenomena,

noting that the duration of heat stress, fish species, or compensatory

mechanisms can all lead to differences in the activation of
B

A

FIGURE 8

Correlation between the intestinal microbiota and DEGs. (A): Correlation heatmap. The X-axis represents the selected DEGs, the Y-axis represents
the microbiota, and the color indicates the strength of the correlation. Statistical significance was defined as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001.
(B): Network diagram: Full lines denote positive correlations and dotted lines denote negative correlations. Line thickness represents the strength of
the correlation.
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antioxidant enzyme systems (Wu et al., 2021). In addition, with

disruption in the balance between the oxidative-antioxidant system

and inflammatory cytokines, oxidative damage may further affect

fish immunity, leading to an inflammatory response (Slimen et al.,

2014; Dang et al., 2022). This study showed that the pro-

inflammatory cytokines IL-1b and TNF-a were significantly

increased, indicating that there may be inflammation in the

intestine of G. eckloni after acute heat stress, and that the changes

in inflammatory cytokines are associated with intestinal mucosal

injury (Konturek et al., 2011). Intestinal inflammation is often

accompanied by permeability dysfunction (Lambert, 2009).

Plasma LPS and DAO levels were extremely significantly elevated

in the AH group, suggesting that intestinal permeability increases

after acute heat stress, making it easier for harmful substances to

infiltrate and cause systemic inflammation (Chelakkot et al., 2018).

Therefore, this study suggests that acute heat stress affects intestinal

homeostasis and barrier function in G. eckloni.

The metabolic demands of fish increase in response to stress

(Przepiura et al., 2019). Stress activates the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal axis, leading to an increase in cortisol, an indicator of the

stress response, which is accompanied by an increase in energy

expenditure (Montero et al., 1999; Faheem et al., 2022). InWuchang

bream (Ming et al., 2012), Lateolabrax maculatus (Qin et al., 2023),

and Epinephelus akaara (Cho et al., 2021), elevated cortisol levels

enhance gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis to meet the heightened

energy demand due to heat stress. In this study, plasma cortisol and

glucose levels were significantly increased in G. eckloni following

acute heat stress, suggesting that gluconeogenesis accelerates in

response to the increased metabolic demand to resist heat stress. In

addition, CHO content was significantly increased in the AH group,

suggesting the promotion of lipid metabolism to fulfill the energy

demand following heat stress in G. eckloni, similar to the response

observed in rainbow trout (Lu et al., 2022).
4.3 Effects of acute heat stress on the
intestinal transcriptome of G. eckloni

Transcriptome sequencing revealed that regulatory pathways

and key genes are affected by acute heat stress. In this study, DEGs

were predominantly and significantly enriched in the HIF-1

signaling pathway in the comparison between the CO and AH

groups. The HIF signaling pathway is a crucial metabolic regulatory

pathway for maintaining organismal stability under hypoxic

conditions. This pathway is involved in vascular development, the

transcription of genes associated with vascular development,

glucose metabolism, immune function, and cell growth and

survival (He et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2021). Previous studies have

found that the activation of the HIF-1 pathway may be associated

with oxidative stress (Zhang et al., 2023), and it has been validated

to play a vital role in the heat adaptation mechanism (Treinin et al.,

2003). In addition, compared with other organs, the oxygen

concentration in the intestine is lower. The increase in oxygen

consumption and blood redistribution after heat stress reduces the

energy and oxygen supply to intestinal epithelial cells, which may

lead to pathological hypoxia in the intestine (Albenberg et al., 2014;
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Taylor and Colgan, 2017; Li et al., 2024a). The HIF-1 pathway

determines the stability of HIFs during hypoxia by influencing the

activity of proline hydroxylase (Egln) through various factors and

can regulate downstream genes to help cells adapt to hypoxia (Luo

et al., 2022; Strocchi et al., 2022). Meanwhile, excess ROS

production induces phospholipase Cg (PLCg), leading to

inflammation (Tsai et al., 2022). Protein kinase C (PKC) is

recognized as a potential mediator of gene expression induced by

inflammatory stimulation. The inhibition of PKC may play a role in

HS-induced myocardial protection and the prevention of intestinal

epithelial dysfunction (Wu et al., 2003; Arnaud et al., 2004; Yang

et al., 2007). In our experiments, the expression of egln, plcg1, and

plcg2 was significantly upregulated, while the expression of PKC-

encoded genes (prkac, prkcb, and prkcg) was significantly

downregulated. We hypothesize that hypoxia occurs in the

intestine of G. eckloni, inducing inflammation after heat stress,

and that the HIF-1 pathway is activated to protect the intestine.

Activation of the HIF-1 pathway also regulates its downstream

target genes, affecting oxygen delivery (by regulating angiogenesis

and remodeling) and oxygen utilization (by regulating glucose

metabolism and oxidation-reduction) (Baptista et al., 2016).

Following acute heat stress, the expression of glycolysis-related

genes (hk, pfka, aldo, eno, and pfkfb3) is upregulated in the

intestine of G. eckloni, increasing the rate of glycolysis to sustain

energy production and reducing hypoxia-induced ROS production

(Deng et al., 2022). Additionally, the upregulation of vascular

endothelial growth factor A (vegfa) and its receptor flt1 induces

angiogenesis, enhancing oxygen transport (Kim et al., 2021). Haem

oxygenase 1 (hmox1) is considered an antioxidant with many anti-

inflammatory properties (Campbell et al., 2021), and its expression

is also upregulated in response to oxidative stress and inflammation.

Thus, the HIF-1 signaling pathway is an important regulatory

mechanism during acute heat stress in the intestine of G. eckloni.

Additionally, we found that many genes were significantly

enriched in immune system pathways, including antigen

processing and presentation, the IL-17 signaling pathway,

complement and coagulation cascades, and the hematopoietic cell

lineage. The immune system is mainly divided into innate and

adaptive immunity (Furuta and Eguchi, 2021).The primary role of

heat shock proteins (HSPs) under heat stress conditions is to

prevent protein misfolding and accumulation. This function

contributes to both peptide-specific (adaptive) and non-specific

(innate) components, which can trigger the activation of the

immune system and stimulate immune responses (Srivastava,

2002; Park et al., 2021). In our experiments, the expression of

hsp90aa1 and hsp70 was significantly upregulated in antigen

presentation and processing, suggesting that these proteins may

induce adaptive immunity through antigen presentation (Xu et al.,

2018). Two major classes of glycoproteins responsible for antigen

presentation, MHC I and MHC II, are essential for T cell-mediated

adaptive immunity (Cruz-Tapias et al., 2013). However, we found

that the expression of genes encoded by MHC I and MHC II (mica,

hla-dpa1, hla-dpb1, and hla-dqb2) was downregulated after acute

heat stress. This downregulation may be due to suppression by

inflammation, similar to findings in the study of Micropterus

salmoides (Yang et al., 2022a). This finding is also supported by
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the upregulation of proinflammatory cytokine expression, including

IL-1B, and the increased enzymatic activity of IL-1b and TNF-a.
The complement system is the primary line of defense in innate

immunity and serves as a crucial barrier against pathogens (Parra-

Medina et al., 2013). C3 is central to multiple complement pathways

and is known as an evolutionarily conserved building block of

immunology, coordinating immune responses through the

detection and elimination of hazards (Ricklin et al., 2016). C3

expression following inflammation in zebrafish has been found to

regulate the quality and magnitude of innate immune responses to

various inflammatory stimuli (Dodds and Matsushita, 2007). In this

study, the expression of c3 in the intestine of G. eckloni was

upregulated, indicating that G. eckloni can respond to heat stress

by upregulating c3. Thus, we found that acute heat stress

significantly induces intestinal inflammation and affects immune

function in G. eckloni.
4.4 Changes in the intestinal microbiota of
G. eckloni under acute heat stress

The intestinal microbiota plays a crucial role in maintaining

host health and regulating various physiological functions,

particularly nutrient metabolism and immune defense (Jin et al.,

2017). A healthy and stable intestinal microbiota produces

beneficial components that help the host resist pathogen

infections and maintain the structural integrity of the intestinal

barrier (Song et al., 2024). However, under deleterious conditions,

disturbances in the intestinal microbiota can lead to intestinal

diseases and reduced immune function (Zhang et al., 2020).

Intestinal microbiota may also serve as biomarkers of stress

response (Llewellyn et al., 2014). Previous studies have shown

that heat stress can significantly affect the composition and

abundance of microflora, disrupting intestinal homeostasis and

immune barriers in aquatic animals such as Eriocheir sinensis

(Li et al., 2023c), Penaeus vannamei (Song et al., 2024),

Micropterus salmoides (Yu et al., 2023), and Crassostrea gigas

(Li et al., 2023b). The intestinal microbiota of G. eckloni changed

significantly at the genus level after acute heat stress. In

Proteobacteria , the abundance of Shewanella , Hafnia-

Obesumbacterium, and Buttiauxella increased after acute heat

stress, whereas the abundance of Citrobacter, Acinetobacter,

Plesiomonas, Pseudomonas, and Enterobacter decreased. In

Oncorhynchus mykiss (Zhou et al., 2022), a decrease in the

abundance of multiple microbiota under acute heat stress can

affect the diversity of intestinal microbes and even disrupt

homeostasis. Shewanella, which is composed of Gram-negative

Proteobacteria, increases significantly as a pathogen under

harmful conditions, causing intestinal infection or disease in fish

or crustaceans (Lemaire et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2022), such as

Cyprinus rubrofuscus, Procambarus clarkii and Nile tilapia (Ruan

et al., 2022; Reda et al., 2024; Rich and Naguib, 2024). Meanwhile,

Hafnia-Obesumbacterium plays an important role in enteritis and

intestinal infections (Janda and Abbott, 2006). Citrobacter assists in

the clearance of intestinal pathogens and stimulates host immune

defense (Sonnenburg et al., 2006; Buffie and Pamer, 2013; Guo et al.,
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
2021). In this study, acute heat stress significantly altered the

intestinal microbiota of G. eckloni, with a significant increase in

the abundance of Shewanella and Hafnia-Obesumbacterium and a

decrease in the abundance of Citrobacter. This is similar to a recent

study in which chronic heat stress in G. eckloni resulted in a severe

dysbiosis of the intestinal flora, characterized by an increase in

Aeromonas and a decrease in Citrobacter (Zhou et al., 2024). Based

on these findings, it is reasonable to hypothesize that acute heat

stress leads to ecological imbalance of intestinal microbiota and

intestinal inflammation in G. eckloni. We also observed an

increasing trend in the abundance of Cetobacterium in

Fusobacteriota. This increase can promote inflammatory

pathways and is associated with immunosuppression (Huang

et al. , 2022). Therefore, acute heat stress may induce

inflammation in the intestine of G. eckloni by altering the

intestinal microbiota, adversely affecting immune function.

A robust interdependence exists between the intestinal

microbiota and DEGs, with gene expression possibly mediating

the link between microbial communities and host functions (Wang

et al., 2022b; Liu et al., 2023). To further elucidate the host-

microbiota relationship, we focused on the HIF-1 signaling

pathway and immune-related DEGs in relation to the intestinal

microbiota, using Pearson correlation analysis based on

transcriptome results. We found that Hafnia-Obesumbacterium,

Buttiauxella, and Cetobacterium exhibited robust positive

correlations with heat shock proteins (hsp90aa1, hsp70, and

hspa4). Additionally, Pseudomonas was associated with

downstream target genes (prkcbb, tfrc, hmox, and pfkp) in the

HIF-1 signaling pathway. These findings reveal significant

interactions between the intestinal transcriptome and microbiota

and suggest that the HIF-1 signaling pathway is an important

regulatory pathway in the intestine of G. eckloni under acute heat

stress. Pseudomonas, as a beneficial bacterium, helps balance the

intestinal microbiota and immune system (Ruan et al., 2022).

Significant correlations between Pseudomonas and immune DEGs

(IL1b, hla_dqb2, and hla_dqb1) suggest that changes in

Pseudomonas abundance significantly impact intestinal immune

function in G. eckloni after acute heat stress. In this study, both

Pseudomonas abundance and adaptive immunity-related genes

(hla_dqb2 and hla_dqb1) were reduced, leading us to hypothesize

that acute heat stress affects adaptive immunity in the intestines of

G. eckloni and reduces immune function.
5 Conclusion

In this study, we evaluated the effects of acute heat stress on the

intestine of G. eckloni using histological analysis, plasma

biochemical indicators, transcriptomics, and 16S rDNA methods.

The results indicated that acute heat stress induces damage to the

intestinal morphology and structure of G. eckloni. Furthermore,

biochemical indicators indicated that acute heat stress induced

significant oxidative stress and inflammatory responses, affecting

intestinal permeability and barrier function. Transcriptome analysis

revealed that the HIF-1 signaling pathway is a crucial regulatory

pathway during acute heat stress in the intestine of G. eckloni, while
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the expression of adaptive immunity genes (mica, hla-dpa1, hla-

dpb1, and hla-dqb2) was significantly downregulated. This further

suggests that acute heat stress causes intestinal inflammation and

affects immune defense function. Furthermore, the composition of

the intestinal microbiota was significantly altered at the genus level,

affecting intestinal homeostasis. Changes in the abundance of the

intestinal microbiota were strongly associated with changes in gene

expression in response to stress, inflammation, and immunity.

These findings provide novel avenues for ameliorating high-

temperature stress in the artificial culture of G. eckloni.
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